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Work pants XVI

DATA
SHEET

QR: Use your camera or bar
 code scanner and download

the digital PDF version

Work pants made of 100% cotton 8-ounces 
gabardine, fabric that is soft in contact 
with the skin, an ergonomic design with 
pleats in the bending sections which 
provide full mobility and reduce fatigue 
during long working days.

Two cargo-type side pockets, two back 
flap pockets, and two diagonal pockets at 
the front. All of them, just as the seams, 
with a design that prevents them to get 
hooked in vegetation.

The waist band is elastic inside, so the fit is 
perfect.

Work pants made with cotton gabardine.

Ergonomic design with pleats in the 
bending sections, which provide full mobili-
ty and reduce fatigue during long working 
days.

These pants have reinforcement in the 
areas of greater friction, such as the knee 
and the seat. They have triple seams with 
an anti-hook design which provide great 
resistance for any kind of movement. The 
reinforcements and seams are carefully 
designed to not interfere with the user and 
avoid uncomfortable areas during prolon-
ged use.
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Work pants XVI
DETAILS

Elasticized waist with 
7 belt loops

The best waist fit with 
any size Knees with pleats:

They allow the leg to move naturally

REFLECTIVE TAPE

CUFFS

Reflective tape:
Better visibility during day and night

100% meta-aramid fire-proof reflective tapes, which 
provide 360º vision.

WAISTBAND

Two side
pockets

The pants have two diagonal front pockets 
with flaps to prevent debris from getting 
inside.

Two cargo-type side pockets and two  
Napoleon-type back pockets.

All of the pockets and the seams are desig-
ned to avoid snagging with vegetation.

The waist is high to provide greater protection on the lower 
back area. They have wide belt loops, so NATO-style belts 
can be used. They also feature an adjustment system for a 
better fit to the body.

They have a Velcro fastening system, so 
they can be worn tight or loose, and their 
flap stays backwards to avoid snagging.



The chart shows the measures of the body, not the ones of the garment

Work pants XVI 
Chart of Sizes

FP04-05-020 REV 01 090616

Measurement C represents the waist circumference measured 
at the hip bones.

Measurement D is taken from the inseam to the ankle.

Sizes not shown in the table are considered special sizes, so 
they may differ in cost and delivery time.

PANTS

C-Waist Less than
72 cm

Between
73/80 cm

Between
81/88 cm

Between
89/96 cm

Between
97/104 cm

Between
105/122 cm

Up to
72 cm

Up to
74 cm

Up to
76 cm

Up to
78 cm

Up to
80 cm

Up to
82 cm

D-Cross point
length

GARMENT Measure/size




